There are solutions to confronting ISIL which do not include U.S. military action.
President Obama outlined a strategy no different from what the U.S. has done for the past thirteen
years. It is not a plan for success, it is a gamble that war will work this time when it has spectacularly
failed thus far. We at Veterans For Peace challenge the American people to ask whose interests does
endless war serve? Who is paying for these wars, whose children are dying in these wars and who is
getting paid to finance and provide weapons for these wars? We the people are being driven by manipulated fear to support polices that are not in our interest. Peace is harder than war, but it is cheaper in blood and treasure. After thirteen years it is time to take another path, the path of peace.
Six Steps Short of War to Confront ISIL
Adapted from policy recommendations by Phyllis Bennis a Fellow of the Institute for Policy Studies. Her books include Before & After:
US Foreign Policy and the War on Terror. http://bit.ly/1wjZTBb

1. Stop the airstrikes because the Sunni leaders and militia, who President Obama acknowledges
must be persuaded to break with ISIL, see the U.S. as acting as the air force for the Kurds and
Shia against Sunnis. The driving force for the Sunni-ISIL alliance is the alienation of Sunnis from
Baghdad by the previous Iraqi administration. Bombing Sunnis will not help mend this relationship.
2. Stop the slippery slope of sending troops to Iraq and stop sending more weapons that fuel the
conflict killing more civilians and ignoring human rights violations committed by “allies.” This includes pressuring countries to stop supporting and selling arms to ISIL and stopping all black market weapons sales.
3. Make diplomacy the number one priority. Since it is clear there is no military solution, seriously engage with everyone in the region, including Iran who is needed to force the Iraqi government to be
more inclusive with Sunni leaders. Without an inclusive government in Iraq there is no way to effectively confront ISIL.
4. Initiate a new effort at building a broad diplomatic solution in the United Nations to use diplomatic
and financial pressure to stop countries from financing and arming ISIL and other fighters in Syria.
An arms embargo on all sides should be on the long-term agenda.
5. Make a real effort to restart UN negotiations to end the civil war in Syria. Set aside preconceived
demands and work to end the violence. Once that is achieved the people of Syria can begin to
chart their destiny.
6. Massively increase humanitarian efforts through the UN and any other means. Real and effective
efforts to relieve suffering will go a long way in convincing people to break with ISIL. More U.S.
bombings and killings will only confirm that the U.S. is the enemy of Islam.
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